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Hometown Prophet: 

7 of 7 review helpful A very compelling story By Kim R I downloaded this book to my Kindle just before heading off 
on vacation It appeared to be an interesting read and I was not disappointed It definitely held my attention from the 
beginning to the very end I was thrilled to read true Christian fiction that finally was realistic and not sappy It was 
challenging and inspiring I hope and pray that Jeffrey Fulmer c Following a spiritual experience Peter Quill begins to 
have dreams that come true When he correctly predicts a major event in front of the church he is heralded as a modern 
day prophet It isn rsquo t until his dreams challenge the biases of people in the community that he comes under attack 
discovering what it means to truly be a prophet of God About the Author I grew up in Franklin Tennessee just outside 
of Nashville After graduating from Pepperdine University I lived in Atlanta and Southern California before eventually 
moving back home to Tennessee I now live in Brentwood Tennessee with my 
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